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OPERATIONAL UPDATES
Christmas opening
We are open as normal Friday 21st Dec, but then close for the holidays. Reopening as
normal Wednesday 2nd Jan.
We'll be asking for your January bookings during December.
Vaccinations and Microchip
As part of the new animal welfare legislation the council is reviewing its licensing
process and is formulating a new approach to issuing licenses to animal businesses
under the new legislation.
One of the requirements under the legislation is to have up to date records of
vaccinations and also microchip numbers for all your dogs.
I will therefore be asking that you provide copies of your certificates so that I can
update my records. I will be doing this systematically via dog name alphabetically but
in the meantime can you all check that your records are up to date so that you can
provide me with your certificate when asked.
New staff member
For those who haven't already met her
we have a new recruit to the Pawprints
team. Chloe is pursuing a career in
Veterinary Science and will be heading
off to University next year, but in the
meantime she is gaining valuable
hands on experience with us.
She owns 2 dogs herself and
successfully competes in agility.

Pawprints Dog Daycare
- What we do!
While our services enable responsible owners to conduct their busy lives, our
contribution to the holistic wellbeing of your pet also enables you to lead a happier
and more fulfilling life together.
We are proud to provide positive, fun and varied interactions into your dog’s life by
incorporating activities all dogs love and need:
● Physical exercise
● Socialisation skills
● Cognitive challenges
● Emotional stabilisation
● Good behaviour
PHYSICAL AND SOCIAL
We manage your dogs’ physical and social needs through supervised free play and
interaction with one another. We carefully match dogs size, energy levels and play
styles to ensure that no-one is uncomfortable or too crazy, continuously
encouraging calm play and interaction.
The benefits to your dog include:
1 - Play is fun, rewarding and enjoyable - see the previous newsletter for the
importance of play (all previous newsletters are on the website)
2 - Dogs have freedom from their normal daily constraints.
3 - Boosts energy and fitness
4 - Builds relationships with other dogs and people
5 - Creates optimism and confidence in new environments and situations
6 - Dogs learn how to cope with exciting environments and learn how to think
through their arousal.
Using our new play areas we now also spend one on one time with your dogs doing
more activities to enrich your dog’s mental and physical fitness. Our parkour cross
country obstacle course allows us to work on foundation agility. We do scent and
behaviour work, in addition to having a play-gym and fitness area where we work on
balance equipment and controlled exercises.

COGNITIVE
We address your dogs cognitive needs by creating boundary games with items such as
settees, crates, mats, tie-up areas, pens and beds to help promote self control and
calmness and helps to lower your dogs arousal.
We provide focus games such as touch, magic hand, eye contact and middle (a safe
position between your legs) which helps promote impulse control and orientation to
their handlers, despite being in a distracting environment.
EMOTIONAL
Gesture leaving helps increase dogs ability to cope with alone time and teaches them
to learn to comfortably rest alone, and in an exciting environment.
We lower arousal through calmness activities, teaching your dog to to be calm in
exciting situations, while also encouraging dogs to relax in the company of other dogs
company. This teaches dogs to understand that being with other dogs does not always
mean play!
We have a dog group specifically for dogs that are older, nervous, have low confidence
and have a larger spatial need. Or simply for those pups that like to be independent and
just do their own thing! We call this our “Floatie” group! Over time our Floaties learn to
build confidence with proximity to people and other dogs building doggy optimism.
We increase each dog’s body confidence, and familiarize them with close contact,
through many of our general day to day activities.
BEHAVIOURAL
We reinforce the training you have given your dog, in a lively multi-dog environment.
We can work with young puppies to learn to release items of value, which address
potential possession problems, and helps build basic retrieval skills.
In summary, we help prevent the development of unwanted behaviours through
carefully planned and controlled activities that all dogs naturally love to do. The
combination of which will enable you to have a rich and fulfilling relationship with your
dog, throughout their lives.
Pawprints Dog Day Care Centre is so much more than conventional pet services
provide. My personal commitment to promote the wellbeing of your loved pet is
uncompromising. Every member of staff understands and supports these values. We
treat your pets as if they were our own. This will always be so :)
I hope that you continue to enjoy our service, as we always enjoy caring for your pups.

DOG OF THE MONTH
Lovely, beautiful Indy is our Dog of the Month.
Indy used to struggle with arousal. Easily over-excited,
over-aroused, frustrated, emotional and anxious. She
found it almost impossible to be calm and would make
bad choices whilst in a highly aroused state, quite
literally screaming if the events happening around her
were not happening in the way she wanted them to be.
Arousal often has a cumulative effect and doesn't go
down quickly, so every trigger of arousal added to
what was already there, resulting in her poor parents
getting very little sleep most nights. We helped Indys
parents understand what they needed to do to help Indy lower her arousal level by introducing
specific calming activities into her daily routine that were simple, quick and effective at helping
Indy to be calmer and importantly stay calm during activities that previously would dramatically
increase her arousal.
Her handler Eloise also worked on desensitizing Indy to events and items that would typically get
her anxious and worried, encouraging Indy to look for reassurance, rather than reacting.
Indy has made fantastic progress and is now able to both make better choices when she is
excited, and very importantly is able to lower her arousal level more quickly than previously.
Well done team Indy!!

NAUGHTY DOG OF THE MONTH
Loveable rogue Fynn is naughty dog of the month. We have
SO many stories to tell about his antics.
He has an incredible ability to snatch anything, from anywhere,
at anytime. Report cards, daily log book, 121 activity log book,
glasses, gloves, hats, snakpak’s and tissues have all been
grabbed. .
He was out in the large new paddock with the other big dogs
and Ann was their handler. The fencing is very high in this
paddock and I was passing over the fence to Ann a bag of
doughnuts. Fynn’s eyes lit up when he saw the bag and within a
nano second, Fynn was on it!! He leapt up vertically like a harrier
jump jet, and mid air snatched the bag of doughnuts out of our
hands and ran off with them. You can only imagine the great
game of chase that then erupted. Dogs, doughnuts and staff
zooming around everywhere. Absolutely hilarious and thankfully
all doughnuts were retrieved. The worms in the poop bins were
very happy with their mid day snack, much to our dismay!!!

